Book One of the World’s Best Speakers TODAY!

W

hen it comes to choosing a Professional
Speaker/Trainer for your next
event, you’ll find no one more respected
or successful — no one who will leave
your audience or colleagues with more
immediately applicable strategies — than
McGraw-Hill published author Kevin Knebl.
Whether your audience is 10 or 10,000 in
North America or abroad, Kevin can deliver a
tailor-made program combining High Tech +
High Touch for huge sales and success results
for your next conference.

Highlight Video:
www.KevinKnebl.com

For Booking Info:
(719) 650-7659
Kevin@KevinKnebl.com

Among the most endorsed leading
authorities in Social Media with 1250+
LinkedIn Client Recommendations, Kevin
lives and teaches the principle that “All
things being equal, people do business with and refer business to people they know,
like, and trust.” Kevin has been described as a blend of stimulating guide, therapist,
and stand-up comedian. As a result, Kevin will entertain and inspire your audience
with passion, laughter and stories proven to enable them to achieve extraordinary
results. If you are looking for a memorable speaker who will leave your audience
wanting more, then book Kevin Knebl today!

Sampling of Speaking Topics:
Featured On:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Leading Through Technology
Driving Results With People Skills
Succeeding In Tough Times
Embracing Change
Leveraging Social Media
Utilizing LinkedIn for Lead Generation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Prospecting for Profits
Networking for Massive Referrals
Selling Your Way to the Top
Achieving Extraordinary Sales Success
Cultivating Professional Relationships
Being High Touch in a High Tech World

Praise from Clients & Meeting Planners:
“Kevin’s content and delivery are among the best in the industry. His presentation fired up
my agents and we are now engaged in social media at a level which seemed implausible
just weeks before.” ~ Cecily Simmons, State Farm Insurance
“Revolutionary content told in a very entertaining and engaging way. You don’t want to be the
person walking around without the information that Kevin will share with you.” ~Scott Marshall,
C-W-C Herman Miller Dealer

Knebl Communications, LLC
20005 Chisholm Trail
Monument, CO 80132

“Kevin takes a complicated subject and breaks it down into very simple and understandable
terms. Very informative yet very entertaining…Kevin Knebl is your professional speaker.”
~Rick Rumelhart, Brokers International

